Abstract. Let T" denote the nth Chebyshev polynomial on the circular sector S" = [z: \z\< 1, | argz|< a). This paper contains numerical values of ||7^*||^ and the corresponding coefficients of T£ for n = 1(1)6 and a = 0°(5°)180°. Also all critical angles for T°, n = 1 (1)6 are listed, where an angle is called critical when the number of absolute maxima of ¡ T" \ changes at that angle. All figures are given to six places. The positions (and hence the number) of extremal points of T", n = 1(1)6 are presented graphically. The method consists of a combination of semi-infinite linear programming, finite linear programming, and Newton's method.
1. Introduction. If D is any nonempty compact set in C and n EN, then the polynomial (1.1) r"(z) = z" + a(""2]z"-x + ai%z"-2 + ■■■ +a\¡n) which is uniquely defined by llTll <\\z" + h 7"_l + h 7n~2 4-■ ■ ■ +h II (4) The coefficients aSn^,j -0,1,... ,n -l,ofT" are all real. Proof. Geiger and Opfer [4] . D
In that paper one also finds Tx explicitly for all a E [0, it], T2 for all a > 15°, and r3a for 35° < a < 60°. Numerical results for 7"a, n = 1,2,3,4, and « = 0°(10o)90°, are given by Opfer [9] . That paper also contains numerical expressions for certain r-polynomials with respect to squares and rectangles. It should be stressed that by (5) of Theorem 1.1 all r-polynomials T" are known when a > nm/in + 1). Therefore the following tables do not contain entries for a > nm/in +1). In Table 1 we present explicit expressions for some selected /"-polynomials T", n-1,2,3, which are computed from the expressions given by Geiger and Opfer [4] . As is well known, the ordinary r-polynomials T° obey a three-term recurrence relation which takes the form (1.4) Tn°iz) = iz-l/2)rn%(z) -(l/16)7;0_2(z), n = 3,4,...,
(Abramowitz and Stegun [1, Formula 22.7.8]). From the explicit expressions for Tj"/3,j = 1,2,3, given by Geiger and Opfer [4] , one finds
However, this formula does not carry over to larger n, which can be seen by inserting z = 0. Thus, as could be expected, the complex r-polynomials in general do not follow a three-term recurrence relation. Table 1 Explicit expressions for coefficients in T"(z) = z" + a^l'iz"^"1 + a(-"n22z"-2 + •■• +4n),«= 1,2,3; a = 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 90°,
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Associated with each T-polynomia! is the set of extremal points (1.6) E:={zESa:\T:(z)\=\\Tn"\\oe}, which is also referred to as set of critical points. Since polynomials are holomorphic functions, the set E" is a nonempty compact subset of the boundary 35"" of 5"*. The symmetry of the T-polynomials (i.e., r(z) = r(z)) implies that z G E" => z E E". Therefore it is reasonable to introduce the essential set of critical points by (1.7) ess£"a= {z ££"": Imz>0). Definition 1.1. Let n E N be fixed. We call a E [0, it] a critical angle of the corresponding /-polynomial T" if there is an e0 > 0 such that # ess £"" ¥* # ess £"a+e or # ess £"a_£ 7e # ess £""
for all e with 0 < e < e0. The set of all critical angles will be denoted by An.
From Theorem 1.1, part (5), we know that the largest value in An always is a = nm/in + 1), since for a > nm/in + 1) the number of extremal points becomes infinite, whereas for a < n-n/in + 1) this number turns out to be finite. At the end of Section 2 we shall see that 0 E An, thus An is a subset of ]0, ir[. We may assume that the critical angles are ordered. To mention some examples
where ~ 12° indicates that this value is close to 12° but not precisely known (Geiger and Opfer [4] ). A more precise value is given in Table 8 .
We shall see later that the critical angles can be detected and computed by the use of the corresponding dual program. If, however, two extremal points coalesce or one extremal point splits at z = 0 or z = 1 for a certain angle a, then this angle (which is not critical according to our definition) cannot be detected by this method.
If (1.10) An= {a\"\a2"\...,ai"n) = nv/in+ 1)}, then, by the definition of the critical angles, the numbers (1.11) <?<">=# ess£;?, ß e]«rj»>"«<">[,/ = 1,2,...,k" («<"> = 0) are well defined. These numbers will be called critical multiplicities. We shall write them in the form
It is clear that q\n) = n + 1 since n + 1 is the number of extremal points in the real case; cf. Meinardus [8, p. 20] . We have, e.g., (1.13) AT, = (2,1), (1.14) N2= (3,2,3,2), (Geiger and Opfer [4] ). We could call any soluble uniform approximation problem nice if it consists of the determination of n real parameters and has the property that the error curve of a best approximation has n + 1 extremal points. Under certain conditions such a problem could be dealt with by a Newton-type algorithm which, e.g., was suggested by Hettich [7] . In case there are less than n + 1 extremal points (the usual case in nonlinear real approximation), another more difficult approach is needed, which again is described in the mentioned paper by Hettich. With this terminology we see that our problems are not necessarily nice. f(Zj,4>j)-0, j=l,2,...,q.
From solving the dual problem, one obtains the " masses" i wx,w2,...,wq, Wj>0, ¿Wj=l.
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Now, if we want to improve on these approximations, we regard the n + 1 + 4q quantities (z G C,j = 1,2,... ,q) Condition (2.9) always yields 3q equations either by setting partial derivatives to be zero or by boundary positions of (z, <fy). Thus (2.6)-(2.9) results in a system of n + 1 + 4q equations for the same number of real unknowns. This system was solved using Newton's method, where the already computed approximations were taken as starting values. Since the T" are symmetric (i.e., T"iz) = T"iz)), one can restrict the domain to {z G35°:Imz>0}, and consequently we obtain q = qia) = # ess E".
If a E An, i.e., « is a critical angle and (2.10) qia + e) = qia-e)±l, for all sufficiently small and positive e, then in (2.9) the number of local minima is reduced by one. That means that a certain " mass" wk vanishes. Since for a = 0 (real case) we always have n + 1 positive masses, a -0 cannot be a critical angle. Therefore we can introduce a in (2.6)-(2.9) as a new unknown and simultaneously replace wk by zero, which leaves the total number of unknowns unchanged.
It should be noticed that a slightly different idea was used by Glashoff and Roleff [6] to obtain the same semi-infinite linear analogue of the Chebyshev approximation problem. However, the idea used here, namely to replace the disks in C by the union of its supporting halfplanes, immediately carries over to approximation problems with vector valued functions.
There is another investigation by Streit and Nuttall [10] , who treat the linear complex approximation problem, in which D is a priori discrete, by introducing a new variable as we did in (2.1). Tables 2-7 we list the coefficients aSp,} = 0,1,... ,n -1, of r"a for n = 1(1)6 and a = 0°(5°)n • 180°/(« + 1). In Table 8 we list critical angles and corresponding multiplicities of T" for n = 1(1)6.
Numerical Figures. In
Figure n, n = 1,2,... ,6, contains the positions of the (essential) extremal points of T" for a = 0°,5°, 10°,_The vertical axis represents a, the horizontal axis represents the distance s from zero measured on the arc 35". Thus a dot with coordinates is, a) in Figure n means that T" has an extremal point on 35° which has the shortest distance s from z = 0 measured on 35", n -1,2,..., 6. Figure 7 contains an enlarged detail of Figure 6 . Figure 8 shows the norm ||r4"|| in dependence of a and the corresponding coefficients also as they depend on a.
From Figure 8 and the other given values of ||r"a|| it could be conjectured that IIT" || x is differentiable with respect to a. However, it can be shown that the ajn) are not differentiable with respect to a. It suffices to look at the explicit expressions in Geiger and Opfer [4] for n = 1,2. Table 5 Norms and coefficients of T£ License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Table 7 Norms License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Table 8 Critical angles a ( in degree ) and multiplicities i in parentheses ) of T° for n = 1(1)6 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n n Lemniscate \T^\z)\ = ¡T^4\\ Figure 10 Error curve w = T?/4(z), z G dS^4 
